Haldane Martin designs Wolf & Maiden flagship store concept interior
Cape Town, October 2017
Haldane Martin has designed a new interior concept store for Wolf & Maiden at the V&A
Waterfront to showcase the handcrafted leather goods of the South African product design
brand. The retail space is a visual capsule that breathes life into Wolf & Maiden’s ethos of
"the future of legacies past" while making the high-end design products the hero.
The design concept is crafted around the moon – closely associated with the wolf, or "moon
dog"  –  set in a colour palette of the night sky. The focal point of the store is three moon-like
illuminated brass rings encircling the product. Embedded with warm LED striplights the solid
brass rings create a halo effect around each bag on display. Creating an optical illusion, the
LED crescents change in size across the circular plane as the viewer moves, mimicking the
waxing and waning of the moon, and adding a sense of mystery that ties into the Wolf &
Maiden brand.
The dark blue background is the complementary opposite of the rich warm leather products.
It was created with blue dyed leather timber and blue stained chevron flooring and wall
cladding, alongside blue travel icon wallpaper. Polished brass highlights the traditional brass
hardware of the product and reinforces the quality and attention to detail. Leather strip
curtains beneath shelves made from solid brass flat bar frames are a novel way of
concealing stock storage below the merchandising display, while further celebrating Wolf &
Maiden’s mastery of leather craft. Two brass standing display units on wheels designed
using art deco radiused geometry are reminiscent of the romantic era of travel – a time
when quality leather luggage was designed to last a lifetime.
For the customer meandering by this unique display in a small and striking concept space
creates a point of difference in the mall that will draw them in. Attention to detail and quality
materials in the visual merchandising speaks to the legacy and exclusivity of the product.
Concept design is used to embellish the brand’s narrative – inherent in the name – of story
with a sense of the magical. The overall space is a capsule of the brand’s identity,
showcasing its heritage and handcrafted design aesthetic in a style that is both nostalgic
and modern-day.
View online: h
 ttp://haldanemartin.co.za/designs/wolf-maiden/
View high-res images: h
 ttps://www.flickr.com/photos/haldanemartin/albums/72157685925873250
Instructions to download images off flickr:
Click on the link above (this will take you to the Wolf & Maiden album on the Haldane Martin Flickr
photostream).

Click on an image that you wish to download. The image will take a few seconds to open on your
screen. Once the image has opened click on the arrow on the bottom right of the page. A small pop up
window will open with a number of download size options from small to original. The highest
resolution option is Original – this is big enough to be used as a double page spread in a print
magazine. Click on the size option you want and the image will begin downloading onto your
computer.
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